New strong gauge interactions remain a viable source for the electroweak symmetry breaking. However, addressing the generation of fermion masses remains a challenge. A basic observable which provides stringent constraints on the flavor extensions of Technicolor-type models is the decay rate of the Z boson into a bb-pair. In this paper we provide a general framework to evaluate the resulting constraints on the technicolor theory level taking into account the contributions from the vector and axial vector mesons and discuss the consequences for phenomenology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of the elementary particle interactions, while describing well all current experimental data including the recent discovery of a new boson at the LHC [1, 2] , is believed to be an incomplete theory. This is mainly so due to its inability to explain the origin of the observed mass patterns of the matter fields, the number of matter generations and why there is excess of matter over antimatter. Several model frameworks beyond SM exist, and one possible paradigm is to apply strong coupling gauge theory dynamics. Technicolor (TC) was originally proposed in [3] (for reviews, see [4, 5] ). In TC the electroweak symmetry breaking is due to the condensation of new matter fields, the technifermions. The old fashioned but simple TC model based on the QCD-like gauge theory dynamics is incompatible with the electroweak precision data from the LEP experiments [6] , and most of the modern model building within the Technicolor paradigm concentrates on the so called walking Technicolor (WTC) [7, 8] . Here the Technicolor coupling constant evolves very slowly over a large scale hierarchy due to a nontrivial quasi stable infrared fixed point [9] . Models of WTC with minimal new particle content can be constructed by considering technifermions to transform under higher representations of the TC gauge group [10, 11] .
Technicolor only explains the mass patterns in the gauge sector of the SM via strong dynamics at the electroweak scale Λ TC O(1) TeV. To explain various mass patterns of the known matter fields within a TC framework, further dynamical mechanism are needed. A well known example is the extended TC (ETC) [12] , in which the technifemions and the SM fermions are embedded into a larger gauge group (G ETC ). At some high scale, Λ ETC Λ TC , the symmetry G ETC is assumed to break down to the TC gauge group. As the technifermion condensation is triggered by the TC gauge dynamics, the SM fermions obtain their masses via the massive ETC gauge bosons coupled with the technifermion condensates. If an ETC gauge group breaks sequentially, such model may explain the observed mass hierarchies of the SM fermions [13, 14] . However, it is hard to explain a large top quark mass, or more precisely, a top-bottom mass splitting. To address this particular issue, an alternative to ETC, the top quark condensation model, was proposed in the form of a low energy effective model [15] [16] [17] . Later this model was completed to a topcolor model where the gauge group SU (3) QCD × U (1) Y of the SM is extended to G topC =SU(3) 1 ×SU(3) 2 ×U(1) Y 1 ×U(1) Y 2 which is assumed to break at some high scale Λ top Λ TC [18] , and a model combining TC/ETC and topcolor dynamics has been proposed in [19] , and several groups are pursuing model building along this line [20] [21] [22] .
One of the main experimental constraints on TC/ETC and topcolor arises from the Z boson decay rate to bb pairs. More precisely, one considers R b ≡ Γ(Z →bb)/Γ(Z → had). The importance of various contributions to this observable is determined by the relevant energy scale associated with different stages of the underlying dynamics: The effects from ETC gauge bosons are suppressed by the ETC scale Λ ETC Λ TC , and similarly for the effects of the extended gauge interactions due to the topcolor dynamics. However, the effects from extra goldstone bosons due to topcolor, so called top-pions, are governed by the electroweak scale rather than the topcolor scale. It has been shown that their effect generally is a substantial reduction of R b relative to the SM prediction and hence this provides stringent constraints on topcolor dynamics [23] .
In this paper we consider how these constraints appear in TC models. We will consider the case without any extension towards the matter sectors of SM. The resulting contributions are nontrivial already at this stage, since any TC model features composite vector and axial vector states in the spectrum, and these will mix with the SM gauge fields. Concretely, we will consider a generic low energy effective theory corresponding to the symmetry breaking pattern SU(2) L ×SU(2) R →SU(2) V ; a concrete walking TC model where this symmetry breaking patter appears in the Next to Minimal Walking TC [11] .
As a low energy effective Lagrangian, we use a Lagrangian based on the generalized hidden local symmety (GHLS) [24] , in which the dynamical objects are the Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs) and two vector mesons V, A with the EW gauge bosons W/Z. We are mainly interested in the case where the coupling of the SM fermions and the strongly interacting sector is "minimal" [26] [27] [28] [29] in the sense that the SM fermions couple to the GHLS sector only via the SM gauge fields. This is in the spirit of the minimal flavor violation [30] in which only the SM interactions break the CP symmetry. The construction of the low energy Lagrangian is detailed in Sec. II. Then, in Sec. III, we compute the R b ≡ Γ(Z →bb)/Γ(Z → had) assuming minimal coupling with the SM matter fields and study the resulting constraints.
II. LAGRANGIAN
To construct a low energy effective Lagrangian, we apply the formalism of generalized hidden local symmety (GHLS) [24, 25] . The dynamical objects are the Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs) and two vector mesons V , A together with the EW gauge bosons W , Z. We consider the symmetry structure G glo × G loc , where
The choice of unitary gauge would simplify the analysis, since for this symmetry breaking structure all NGBs would be absorbed as longitudinal degrees of freedom of the electroweak gauge bosons, and they would not appear explicitly in the low energy effective theory. However, for the technical requirements of our numerical analysis we need to work in the Feynman gauge, and due to this, we need the interactions between the would-be NGBs and GHLS gauge bosons. In the following, we consider separately the parts containing only GHLS sector fields and the parts containing fermion fields and their interactions.
We decompose the effective Lagrangian as
where L 0 does not contain quarks and L f is the part including quarks. We do not consider the leptons since they are inessential for the observables we will analyze in this paper.
A. GHLS part
Let us begin with the part free of matter fields, L 0 , which contains only GHLS sector fields and is given by
where the kinetic terms are
The SU(2) generators are normalized as usual, tr(
The remaining terms are
Here L µ = gW a µ T a and R µ = g B µ T 3 whereW ,B are ordinary electroweak gauge boson fields in terms of the gauge basis, g and g are SU (2) EW and U (1) Y gauge couplings, respectively, and T a is the SU (2) generator. The fields L µ and R µ are GHLS gauge bosons associated with G loc , and defined to include the gauge couplingg:
The field strengths in Eq.(3) are then given bỹ
In this paper we parametrize ξ as [31] 
where φ L,R,M are given by
and each decay constant is given by
The parameters a, b, c, d and f are the ones introduced in Eq. (2), and we define χ as
To relate with existing literature, we note that χ, as defined above, is the same χ appearing in [26] , corresponds to −ζ in [31] and 1 − χ in [32] . In the present case there are altogether nine would-be NGBs. Among them, three (π a ) are absorbed by the EW gauge bosons (W 
where {π}, {V } denote collectively {π, (24) each contain only terms with i fields, i.e. L (2) are the quadratic terms, L (3) trilinear terms, etc. In order to see mass terms of NGBs and vector bosons in L (2) , we substitute Eqs. (20) , (21), (22) and (23) into L. Then, in accordance with [33] , we write L (2) as
where a = 1, 2, 3 is SU(2) index. The vectors G a µ and Σ a are, in the gauge eigenbasis,
and Q is a 3 × 4 matrix given by
As we can see from Eq.(25), L (2) includes the mixing terms between the NGB fields Σ a and the gauge boson fields G a . In order to eliminate these mixing terms, we add the R ξ gauge-fixing term:
As a result, we obtain the mass terms of gauge bosons and NGBs in the gauge basis :
where the mass matrices are represented asM
In this paper, we fix the gauge parameter ξ = 1 corresponding to the Feynman gauge. The mass matrices are diagonalized by orthogonal matrices O as
We first define the electric charge eigenstates in the usual manner: e.g.
and similarly for the other states. Then we diagonalize the resulting mass matrices and find that the eigenvalues for the charged bosons are
For the neutral bosons we have M 2 γ = 0 (massless photon) and
Here we expanded in = g/g and tan θ = g /g. and denoted s θ ≡ sin θ and c θ ≡ cos θ. Thus, the gauge boson fields and NGB fields in the mass eigenbasis, G a µ , Σ a , respectively, are represented as
The concrete expression of the matrices O G,Σ are given in Appendix A.
B. Interactions between SM quarks and GHLS sector
For phenomenology, we need to complete the model by adding the interactions between the SM fermions and would-be NGB fields and vector boson fields. In this paper we introduce these couplings in the minimal way and do not consider any ETC interactions. This means that π, which is absorbed by the EW gauge bosons, is the only NGB field that can couple to the SM fermions in terms of the gauge basis; this results in the following Yukawa coupling:
where
We note that L Σf f breaks G glo symmetry due to the existence of SM-quark mass matrix. In this paper we consider the third family quarks only and we set the (3, 3)-component of the CKM matrix to unity; V 33 CKM = 1. Moreover, in this minimal way, the SM fermions do not couple with the vector mesons V, A in the gauge basis, i.e. in the gauge basis the gauge interactions of the SM fermions are the usual ones:
where P L,R ≡ (1 ∓ γ 5 )/2 and g L,R are given by
andγ µ ,W ± µ andZ µ are SM gauge bosons in terms of the gauge basis.
where L kin and L mass are the kinetic term and mass terms for would-be NGBs, vector bosons and quarks. The part L (3) ({π}, {V }) contains the trilinear interaction terms of the composite mesons and the parts L Σf f and L Gf f contain the mass and gauge interactions of the SM fermions. The Lagrangian in Eq.(39) contains all operators up to and including dimension four.
Among the trilinear interaction terms of the vector bosons in Eq. (39), we focus on terms which are needed for calculation of the radiative correction to Zbb-vertex. We denote by L (3) ({π}, {V })| 1N the trilinear interaction terms of the composite mesons involving only one neutral gauge boson, 
and g n πW , λ n ππ are given in Tables I and II . Moreover, κ
ij and λ (Z) ij are defined as
where each [v a V ] is a component in the matrix O translating between the gauge-and mass eigenbases. These matrices are given explicitly in Appendix A. In the notation [v a A ], the index "a" corresponds to the vector boson fields in the gauge basis, while the index "A" refers to the vector boson fields in the mass basis.
III. CALCULATION OF R b AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
The Zbb vertex in the mass basis is
We calculate the corrections to Γ b L,R due to GHLS fields, and we denote these corrections as δΓ L,R . As already emphasized, in this paper we work in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge and use dimensional regularization. In the calculation of the Feynman diagrams required for the form factors of Zbb vertex we also adopt the condition m 2 b = 0. First, we consider the physical electroweak parameters. Among several ways to choose the independent parameters, we choose the electroweak parameters v EW , g EW , g EW by the two point current correlation functions in accordance with [34] . The electroweak scale is v EW = (246 GeV) ≡ √ 2f π , and the electroweak gauge couplings are given in terms of the gauge couplings and GHLS model parameters as (40) and (42) . The physical Weinberg angle must also be defined carefully. First, we define the QED gauge coupling e. Since the U (1) e.m symmetry is conserved, the QED coupling e should be defined as 
These definitions imply
which becomes 1 in the limitg → ∞ or χ 2 → 1 corresponding to the SM. Based on the above definitions, after changing from the gauge basis to the mass basis, the tree level couplings Γ
We express g in terms of the coupling g EW using the relation
obtained from (44) (38), and obtain 
The bottom-wave function renormalization diagram contributions to Γ L,R are given by
Here q is short for a momentum of incoming Z boson, and in the above results summation over the repetitive indices i, j is implied. In Eqs. (58) and (59) we have taken into consideration the factor 1/2 arising from wave function renormalization constant Z
1/2 3
of the bottom quark. The expressions for g (k) , (k = a, · · · , g) in the present case are given in Table. III. In Eqs.(53) -(59), the B-and C-functions are,respectively, the two-and three-point loop integrals [35] . The concrete expressions are obtained from
where µ is the regularization mass, via the Lorentz decomposition forms which are
The ultraviolet (UV) divergences appear only in B 0,1 , C 00 . In the dimensional regularization these divergences are given by
In order to renormalize the UV divergence in each diagram, we renormalize in accordance with [36] , i.e. we define the renormalized form factors as
Thus, the UV-finite Γ b L,R in the present GHLS case are
To see the differences of Γ b L,R between the present case and the SM case, we define [∆Γ L to clearly see the results from the present model. First, we obtain the contributions 
Hence this g 
2 ) with large M 2 is given by
Thus we obtain the result that the leading contribution, of the order O( 0 W ), due to vector mesons reproduces the SM contribution and at the same order gives a new physics contribution proportional to 1 − χ 2 . Let us then consider the R b constraint for the GHLS case. It is convenient to divide R b into two parts as
where ∆R b is defined as
With these definitions, naturally ∆R b (SM) = 0. The experimental value of R b [39] is
and R
SM b
is the SM value which is predicted by the electroweak fit as [39] R SM b = 0.21578
Thus the constraint for ∆R b is given by
where the error is taken from the experimental error in Eq. (79).
In addition, we impose the first Weinberg sum rule and the representation of S in the GHLS case,
which shows that the limit χ 2 → 1 corresponds with S → 0, and in this limit the SM result is recovered. In Fig.1 
for s [41] and the result in the gaugeless limit e.g. in [42] , δg Fig.1 , we conclude that for wide range of masses M A , the couplingg must be large. The precise bounding value depends on the value of the S parameter, e.g.g 8 for S = 0.1 ,
In Fig.2 , we show the constraint ∆R b in Fig.1 on (S,g) plane for several values of M A . The shaded region in the top-right corner is excluded by consistency: χ 2 is positive only below this region. The shaded region in the lower-right corner is excluded by the constraints on ∆R b as shown in Fig. 1. From Fig.2 , we find that the existence of light axial vector meson with smallg, i.e.g < ∼ 6 is not allowed and this results should be taken into consideration for the phenomenology based on the GHLS.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied a generic effective Lagrangian for dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking assuming global symmetry breaking pattern SU(2)×SU(2). Including the composite vector states and assuming minimal coupling to the Standard Model fields, we have evaluated the R b constraints. After imposing the Weinberg sum rules on the model parameters, we studied the R b constraints in the (M A ,g)-plane. The constraints were shown to lead to only very mild dependence ofg on M A , and the robust result is that for any M A , a sufficiently strong couplingg ∼ O(10) allows one to saturate the R b constraints. The results are also dependent on the value of the precision parameter S, and we also observed that small values of S also imply largeg. The models featuring new strong dynamics responsible for the electroweak symmetry breaking are compatible with the current experimental data and provide viable candidates for physics beyond the Standard Model. Our study was carried out for the GHLS type non-linear sigma model Lagrangian with a minimal coupling to SM flavors, and our result should be applicable and useful for any model where such strongly intracting sector appears. To make our results easily applicable, we identified the coupling giving the dominant contribution to ∆R b . In the case of nonminimal coupling between the strongly interacting fields and SM matter requires a further analysis, which we leave for future work.
Appendix A: Diagonalization
The mass terms are given in Eq. (29), and we expand each representation in = g/g. 
which is an orthonormal matrix, and then M 
